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Absorption Capacity 240L Litres

Style Kit

Transport
No Specific regulation,

inert properties

Security No specific risk

Storage Store in a dry place

Disposal

Kit must be disposed of
in compliance with the

absorbed liquid
destruction regulation

PRODUCT FEATURES

BTCMOSK240L
240L CHEMICAL, MAINTENANCE, OIL SPILL KIT
& WHEELIE BIN

240L KIT

This comprehensive Spill Kit covers Chemical,
Maintenance, and Oil spills with a 240L
capacity. Each spill kit offers specialized
absorbent pads and socks for different spill
types. The Chemical kit efficiently handles
aggressive chemicals, the Maintenance kit
manages non-aggressive fluids, and the Oil kit
tackles oil-based spills.

Versatile Solution: Covering chemical,
maintenance, and oil spills, this combined
kit ensures preparedness for various spill
scenarios.
Effective Absorption: Specially designed
absorbent pads and socks tailored to each
spill type guarantee effective clean-up.
Convenient Storage: Compact and easy-
to-access individual spill kit bags. The
whole kit fits in the included 240L wheeled
bin for effortless transport.
British Quality: Manufactured in the UK,
assuring top-notch quality for all
components.
Comprehensive Response: Ideal for
emergency situations, large spills, and
quick cleanup across industries.

EACH 240L SPILL KIT INCLUDES
6 x 30L kits*
2 x 30L absorbent granules

*Each 30L kit includes
15 x pads
3 x 1.2m socks
1 x bag and tie.

MADE IN THE UK
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This document and the information contained herein is the property of GearbyBear LTD and may not be used or reproduced without permission.
Product users should conduct all appropriate testing or other evaluations to determine the suitability of GearbyBear for a particular purpose or use
within a particular environment. GEARBYBEAR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES OTHER THAN AS EXPRESSLY PROVIDED.

Stay ready for any spill emergency with the BearTOOLS 240L 3-in-1
Spill Kit & Wheelie Bin - a versatile and efficient solution for a range
of spill types.


